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Blois had considered three marks sufficient. The Council
of Scotland, on the other hand, considered ten marks the
least that a vicar could live on. In most cases the exact
amount was left undecided, with the proviso that priests
or vicars should be given a stipend sufficient for an honour-
able livelihood/
With regard to the fitness of candidates for orders and
those presented to benefices there are comparatively few
regulations. Occasionally it is declared that candidates for
ordination should be canonically examined, and the canons
of Dublin and the Council of Oxford require rectors to
choose good and suitable vicars, presumably in cases of
dispensation to study or to hold a plurality, since, by the
Lateran Council, rectors were not allowed to have their
work performed by vicars. Grosseteste inserts a clause
against beneficed clergy devoting themselves to study which
is contrary to the usual complaint that clergy are illiterate.
These are the only references to the literacy of priests,
apart from the clauses mentioned above whereby the arch-
deacons are requested to instruct priests in the articles of
faith and the many clauses arising out of the decree deal-
ing with the Sacraments.
There are quite a number of references to simony. The
Council of Oxford forbids collusive resignation, and the
bishops of Norwich insert a special clause against simonaical
pacts between rector and chaplain. That the Sacraments
are not to be denied * is a very popular decree, repeated
in ten sets of constitutions, M. Richard le Poore and
M. Edmund of Abingdon alluding particularly to the
customary offerings of the laity and reciting the authority of
the General Council. M. William of Blois, M. Walter Can-
tilupe, and the bishops of Norwich also forbid simonaical
ordinations, but this decree was possibly not more fre-
quently published as it was felt to be the particular affair
of the bishop. The Council of Oxford forbids the exaction
of money from persons entering a religious house, a decree
quoted in full by the c Synodal Constitutions', which also
forbid religious to borrow above a certain amount.
Very few decrees or parts of decrees which might be
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